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Letter from the Board of Directors

Dear Friends,

As the Amazing Maasai Girls  Project (AMGP) enters  into Year 3 of operations, it is with pleasure that we 
present this report to our donors, sponsors, supporters, volunteers and friends.

About AMGP
The AMGP was  founded as  a U.S.-based 501c3 non-profit organisation in 2011, with the mission to fund 
the secondary school education of girls from the various Maasai villages that surround the town of Ki-
manjo in Laikipia North, Kenya. Specifically, the scholarship fund supports academically high-achieving 
and dedicated girls  whose parents would otherwise be unable to afford school fees, and sponsors girls 
to attend one of three schools  in Laikipia North: St. Francis Girls Secondary School (boarding school), 
Kimanjo Mixed Secondary School (day school), and Il-Polei Secondary School (day school).

Amazing Maasai Ultra
The main fundraising platform of the AMGP is currently the Amazing Maasai Ultra, Kenya's  only ultra 
marathon - also based among the Maasai communities of Laikipia North. Through our annual 21km half 
marathon, 42km full marathon, and 75km ultra marathon, more than USD$60,000 has been raised from 
proceeds of the 2011 and 2012 races, sponsorship of its participants, and contributions of our donors. 

While the Amazing Maasai Ultra is a predominantly community-based event, it has attracted runners 
from more than 18 countries and literally hundreds of generous sponsors from even further afield. As a 
result, 28 girls, known as the Amazing Girls, are currently with four-year scholarships to one of the three 
mentioned secondary schools. There are 19 girls  who started high school in January 2012 on scholar-
ships  following the inaugural race in June 2011, and are currently in Form 2 (sophomore year). Another 9 
girls  started Form 1 (frosh year) in February 2013 on scholarships following the second race in Septem-
ber 2012. 

Update from our Amazing Girls
On September 2nd, 2013, Board Members  Sarah Edson and Paul Ark spent time in Kimanjo with the 
sponsored girls. The following pages include updates from 26 out of the 28 girls  in attendance (two live 
too remotely to have attended). We hope that their words  can offer our donors and friends insight into 
the direct way they are helping our Amazing Girls, who may otherwise have been married at 14 or 15 
years of age. The gratitude felt by each of them is  evident across their words. It was also encouraging to 
hear so many of them vocalise ambitions  to continue their studies at university, and to have careers and 
independence as adults. This, from children as young as just 12, is testament to how much education is 
valued as the only path to improving their prospects and those of their families and wider communities. 
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The Amazing Maasai Ultra 2013
The ultra marathon continues to be the main fundraising platform for AMGP, and Year 3 of the race will 
take place on September 28th 2013. We very much hope that this year's  race will continue to build 
awareness  of the importance of educating girls from financially disadvantaged Maasai communities, 
enabling them to voice a resounding "no" to childhood marriage and motherhood, and to have the 
choice to pursue higher education or employment as adults.

100% of all donations, sponsorship and proceeds of each year’s  race goes to the scholarship fund, and 
it is  our hope to raise enough in 2013 to send a third intake of girls to secondary school in 2014. If you 
would like to contribute to changing the futures of more talented young ladies, we wholeheartedly wel-
come any support through our online fundraising page (click here to go to the fundraising page).

On behalf of the Board of Directors of the AMGP and all our Amazing Girls, we hope you find this report 
educational and thank you for your continued support.

Molly Fitzpatrick, Sarah Edson, Paul Ark
AMGP Board Members
September 10, 2013
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Meet the Amazing Girls

The following pages are words written by 26 of the 28 girls sponsored through the Amazing Maasai Girls 
Project.

As a brief forward, it is  worth emphasising that most of the girls  sponsored by AMGP come from ex-
tremely poor backgrounds; they are often one in a family of 6 or 7 children; many of the girls’ parents are 
unemployed, have chronic illnesses, or have already passed away. Further, as  females in traditional 
Maasai culture, it is  not uncommon that they receive limited to no support or encouragement to pursue 
secondary education. After all, the marriage dowry for a girl is typically worth 10+ cows and plenty of 
extras (goats, blankets, sugar etc.) to the family. To achieve even half-decent grades  when faced with 
such obstacles at home is  therefore no small feat. Nevertheless, these girls  do so with quiet determina-
tion and dignity. They truly want to succeed, and find a way out of poverty for themselves, their families 
and their communities. 

The selection process  to award the scholarships is straightforward: the heads of local primary schools 
first identify girls who are academically high-achieving but financially-needy. These girls  are then invited 
to apply for the 4-year scholarships  and interview with a panel comprised of the local academic board, 
community leaders, and Solomon “Solo” Kimani, the Amazing Maasai Girls Project’s  local representative, 
who also manages the scholarship fund locally and mentors the girls. The girls  who have passed the in-
terview process in 2011 and 2012 have all done so as a result of hard work and determination, both at 
primary school and in the selection process itself; it is  not uncommon for a student to walk 15km each 
way to attend these interviews, and even these words they had written for this  report were in English, 
their third language after Maa and Swahili. As their words  demonstrate, they continue to work hard as 
they gain the confidence in themselves to dream of a future greater than their parents could give.

We are very proud of and inspired by our Amazing Girls, and have no doubt you will be too.
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	 	 	 	 Elizabeth Nsira
	 	 	 	 St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 2
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: B-
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: B

Favourite subject at school, and why?
History & Home Science. History because it explains  more about human life, and Home Science 
because it teaches  on how to care for your own body and hygienic practices  concerned with food, 
clothing and how to house the family.

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
The growth and weight has increased since I joined High School.

Future dreams?
Lawyer.

What is your current home life like?
We are a family of children of which 4 are for my mom and 4 are my stepmother. My mum passed away 
when I was 3 and now we stay under the care of the stepmother and the father.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
I would like to thank them for their contribution for me to be in school and ask them that when I will be 
through with secondary education to take me to the university.
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	 	 	 	 Hellen Meshami
	 	 	 	 St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 2
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: B
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: B+

Favourite subject at school, and why?
Biology. I would want to pursue with it.

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
I have seen myself as a determined person.

Future dreams?
Becoming a doctor.

What is your current home life like?
Our family is  made up of 9 children - 2 boys  and 7 girls. 5 are at school, 4 are married. My parents  are 
both non work but are very hard work parents with the daily choice.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
I would like to thank them because of the very good work of educating me. I pray for them that they may 
continue sponsoring many children from different backgrounds.
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	 	 	 	 Hinda Merina
	 	 	 	 St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 1
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: B-
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: B+ and above

Favourite subject at school, and why?
My favourite subject is mathematics because it’s enjoyable, interesting, loving and it encourages me.

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
It has enabled me in thinking capacity and brain capacity. At least, it has enabled me in seeing my 
dreams and target them.

Future dreams?
To become a lawyer.

What is your current home life like?
We are comfortable at home. I live with both my parents and my brother.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
I just want to thank them. It is because of them I am now in school, and may God truly bless them for 
their work.
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	 	 	 	 Jecinta Naserian
	 	 	 	 St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 2
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: C
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: C+

Favourite subject at school, and why?
Business because it based on my career.

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
I am now more educated than when I was in primary school.

Future dreams?
Becoming a bank manager and helping my country.

What is your current home life like?
At our home we are six children, 3 girls and 3 boys. I am the only girl who is now in high school - my 
parents are illiterate.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
I want just to thank them for the support they have given to us and may God bless them all.
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	 	 	 	 Lil ian Legei
	 	 	 	 St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 2
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: B-
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: B+

Favourite subject at school, and why?
Biology and Chemistry because you can understand them better.

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
Since I joined secondary school, I have become comfortable and also stress free. I have also started 
understanding all the subject and I can now read them with no any difficulty.

Future dreams?
My future dream is to be a doctor.

What is your current home life like?
I do have both parents, two brothers and 4 sisters. None of my parents are employed.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
I would like to thank her for her kindness which she accepted to pay my school fees which my parents 
were unable to pay. May the Lord bless you and may you live a thousand candles.
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	 	 	 	 Lil ian Ntiemu Pere
	 	 	 	 St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 1
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: B
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: B+

Favourite subject at school, and why?
Mathematics - because I like calculation and also it is enjoyable.

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
I have seen change because when I was in primary school I didn’t work very hard, but I know I am 
working hard now.

Future dreams?
To be an accountant.

What is your current home life like?
I have both parents, I have four sisters and two brothers. Three sisters are married. I am the only in 
secondary school. My sister is in class five [primary school], my brother is  in class two. The other brother 
is in nursery. None of my parents are in work.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
I thank for the good work he/she has done for me by paying my school fees because my parents are 
unable to pay.
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	 	 	 	 Martha Mosiani
	 	 	 	 St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 2
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: C+
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: B-

Favourite subject at school, and why?
Agriculture/History because the make my grades to go up.

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
Improving after every exam.

Future dreams?
To become a veterinary officer.

What is your current home life like?
Increasing rate of people who are not working and decreasing in number of animals.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
To thank them for their project which made me to go to high school, which I could not have joined if not 
for them.
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	 	 	 	 Nancy Muri joh
	 	 	 	 St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 1
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: B+
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: A-

Favourite subject at school, and why?
Biology, because it’s an enjoyable and understandable subject. Also it teaches more about human life.

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
How to be in secondary school creates more changes in human life. Firstly one learns to be diplomat 
and have respect for everyone. Also working together as a group than before.

Future dreams?
My future dream as a  Maasai girl is  to work hard, achieve all my goals and help this community of ours 
which was backwards for a long time.

What is your current home life like?
Surely when I talked about my home life I have more to say: my parents are both illiterate but like taking 
their children to school. They like educating their children but due to school fees they fail.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
First is to thank them for their scholarship. Also I would like to tell them to continued assisting these 
Maasai girls and educating them for they need a lot of assisting.
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	 	 	 	 Pamela Nancy Maiyani
	 	 	 	 St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 1
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: B
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: A- and above

Favourite subject at school, and why?
Chemistry - because I use to understand it well, also it helps me to know about chemical and it reals me 
to my career being a surgeon.

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
I know to speak fluent English. I know to answer questions  according to my thinking, not like primary 
school when you are given choices.

Future dreams?
I want to be a surgeon to help my family and help needed people.

What is your current home life like?
We are about a family of seven children, mother and father. My parents  are not at work. Nobody in my 
family is work.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
I would thank them for paying my school fees, and may God bless them and to continue enlarging the 
pocket. And I promise them never to let them down in my studies.
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	 	 	 	 Pamela Nemauso
	 	 	 	 St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 1
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: A-
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: A

Favourite subject at school, and why?
Biology is my favourite subject because it help me to target on my career, which is being a surgeon. 

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
My change is  that in Education I have known many things which I was  not actually knowing and I’m also 
having dreams, vision and hope towards my future life.

Future dreams?
I want to be an honoured and respected girl in our community and also to help my fellow girls know the 
importance of education.

What is your current home life like?
In our home we are seven in number: both parents, and I have three brothers  and one sister. I’m the first 
born, the other sister and brothers are in their primary school level. My father has  no any job, same to 
mum, both are working as shepherds so that we can get our basic needs.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
I just request them to continue supporting and helping the other girls, especially in the Maasai land, for 
we have been loosing a lot for we had no education to fulfill our dreams so we end up losing hopes. But 
we know who we are at least for we have moral and do our level best.
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	 	 	 	 Samaria Monto
	 	 	 	 St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 1
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: B-
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: B+

Favourite subject at school, and why?
Business, because it can help me enter into careers e.g. bank manager.

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
Being at school all through was just a change, and waking up very early and the kind of environment.

Future dreams?
I am hoping when I finish my high school I  would like to be a surgeon and help myself, parents  and even 
the nation.

What is your current home life like?
In our home we are seven in number, boys and girls. Since I only have one parent, that is  mum, she is 
always working hard to bring us up.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
First I would like to thank all my sponsors for their support. I just request them to continue helping me 
and I promise to do my best and have a good life.
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	 	 	 	 Silvia Meshami
	 	 	 	 St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 2
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: B+
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: A-

Favourite subject at school, and why?
Business/Maths, because I am more interested in the subjects and I scored more.

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
I became more knowledgeable and have a sharp mind.

Future dreams?
To work as an accountant.

What is your current home life like?
I live in Tora location. My parents are both pastoralists.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
Thank you for your help and may Almighty Father continue blessing you wherever you are.
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	 	 	 	 Teresia Maiyani
	 	 	 	 St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 2
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: B-
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: B+

Favourite subject at school, and why?
History because it’s easy to understand.

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
My knowledge has expanded and I am able to understand various subjects and how they are integrated.

Future dreams?
To have quality education in order to help myself and also the society. To become a nurse.

What is your current home life like?
I come from a poor background whereby my parents  have no occupation. My mum is a house lady and 
my dad is a herdsman.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
Thank you for your help, for changing our poor life to be proud in the future. If it’s not your help and gen-
erosity many of us could not be able to join secondary school.
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	 	 	 	 Valerie Silakan
	 	 	 	 St. Francis Girls Secondary School, Form 2
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: C
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: B

Favourite subject at school, and why?
English, because it is an interesting subject and it helps in learning other subjects and languages. It also 
helps in career choosing.

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
I have been able to cope with my fellow students in Education and also to cope with the secondary 
school life. I have also been able to do the subjects in high school.

Future dreams?
I would like to be a lawyer after my schooling.

What is your current home life like?
I am from a poor family with no goats or cattle.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
I would like to thank them for supporting our education and for making us proud of whom we are. We 
will continue to pray for them wherever they are.
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	 	 	 	 Emily Masaa Kaparo
	 	 	 	 Kimanjo Mixed Secondary School, Form 2
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: C-
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: C-

Favourite subject at school, and why?
Biology because we learn more about sciences and I would like to be a scientific girl.

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
I have seen many changes in my life since I started secondary school and I know more about education 
and to have future dreams in my life.

Future dreams?
My future dream is to be a nurse.

What is your current home life like?
About my home, for sure my parents  are very poor. They didn’t have anything to support me in my 
education.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
I would like to say to my sponsor that I’m great happy for their support, and if it wasn’t for them currently 
I would not be in secondary school. I would like to thank you so much and for me I will put all my effort 
to take that change in a good way. Thank you so much and may God bless you, thank you.
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	 	 	 	 Jane Ntewekwa Kaparo
	 	 	 	 Kimanjo Mixed Secondary School, Form 2
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: B-
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: B

Favourite subject at school, and why?
Math, because I understand the subject very well and I always pass the subject very well.

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
In my home my parents started respecting me and comforting me in any sad thing.

Future dreams?
I would like to be a pilot.

What is your current home life like?
My home is made up of one farmer, mother and step-mother. My mother has  five kids  and my step-
mother six kids. We have twenty goats. My father has no any job, same as my mother.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
I would like to thank them for the sponsor they have given me and the gift that they give me. I would like 
to tell them to go on with that spirit because if not the sponsors, I would not be here.
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	 	 	 	 Jennifer Samaita
	 	 	 	 Kimanjo Mixed Secondary School, Form 1
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: D+
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: 700+

Favourite subject at school, and why?
CRE because it makes me to understand more about God.

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
Now I am reading more than when I am in Primary school. 

Future dreams?
When I grow up I would like to be a teacher so that I can help my family and other people in my country.

What is your current home life like?
At home I live with both parents but my dad was jobless, it’s just my mum who was  struggling for us and 
me to go to school. We were in poor family, we don’t have even a goat or a sheep.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
Yes, I want to tell my sponsors to assist me or to support me til I finish school because my parents have 
nothing to give me at home. Also I want to tell the sponsors to assist me because I don’t have a specific 
way to stay - I’m a homeless child.
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	 	 	 	 Joyce Maimaiso
	 	 	 	 Kimanjo Mixed Secondary School, Form 2
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: C-
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: A-

Favourite subject at school, and why?
Physics because it has calculation and I like anything associated with calculation, and usually I pass the 
subject.

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
In my home my parent started taking care of me so that I could finish my school.

Future dreams?
I would like to be a doctor after my studies so that I could change my background and to help my 
parents to live at a better place.

What is your current home life like?
My home is made of father and four kids. I don’t have a moth and my father has  no job. We only have 
five goats.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
To give thanks for the gift I have receive from them for the school fees, because if I was not able to get 
the sponsor I would not join secondary school. If possible I would like to join a boarding school so I 
could change my grade - there at home I am not getting a place to read.
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	 	 	 	 Kaikuli Chellymo
	 	 	 	 Kimanjo Mixed Secondary School, Form 2
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: C
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: C+

Favourite subject at school, and why?
Biology, Business.

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
The school is small when I started but for now it is growing big.

Future dreams?
To be an accountant.

What is your current home life like?
My parents are poor and they are not able to support my education.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
Thanks to you for supporting me in my education which is too hard for my parents to give me. 
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	 	 	 	 Erina Pardero
	 	 	 	 Il-Polei Secondary School, Form 2
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: D+
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: C+

Favourite subject at school, and why?
Biology because I would like to study Biology and become a nurse.

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
I have seen a big different because if it is not for your support I could not go to secondary school. I have 
finish my primary education to stay at home.

Future dreams?
In my future dream I would like to study well and to be a nurse.

What is your current home life like?
My home life is at least not better because I didn’t have my mother so I use to stay with my father. He 
doesn’t anything concerning my education even when I told him to buy for me boarding school items he 
refuse. He says no need for it.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
I would like to told them if it is possible for them to support me more and up to university and I promise 
to do so, and also I thank them for their support since I enter secondary school and to continue with that 
spirit.
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	 	 	 	 Gloria Nakampio Ekitela
	 	 	 	 Il-Polei Secondary School, Form 1
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: D+
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: B-

Favourite subject at school, and why?
English, because I understand well and admire to speak.

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
- New life with other students
- Learning in a secure school
- Acquiring good educational skills

Future dreams?
Being a journalist.

What is your current home life like?
We live in home with my parents and my younger and older siblings, and my grandmother and also our 
neighbours.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
1) Thanksgiving to him/her
2) Inform them how we live in our country and our communities
3) Praying to him/her for more blessings from God
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	 	 	 	 Juliet Sinoi
	 	 	 	 Il-Polei Secondary School, Form 2
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: C+
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: B

Favourite subject at school, and why?
Business because it is under my career.

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
I have seen a big difference because I have seen that I can make it in my academic because  before I 
didn’t think that I can make it.

Future dreams?
To be an accountant.

What is your current home life like?
My life before I joined secondary school was  good only because I had parents. But later on they died 
and then I was  left as an orphan and I was  stressed of how I could go on with my Education, but for now 
I am really grateful for your love you are giving to me.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
I want to thank the sponsors for your assistance, actually I don’t imagine now my life would be without 
you. May God grant you peace and the spirit of assisting those who are in need. God bless you.
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	 	 	 	 Klanjiku Lil ian Halima
	 	 	 	 Il-Polei Secondary School, Form 1
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: C
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: B

Favourite subject at school, and why?
English because I understand mostly.

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
Since I started life of High School I have seen my life become different.

Future dreams?
I would like to be a doctor.

What is your current home life like?
My background is good but I don’t have enough time to study during holiday.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
I would like to tell my sponsors that thanks to you for your sponsors that you give and I myself I will con-
tinue working hard in school.
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	 	 	 	 Magdaline Larpei
	 	 	 	 Il-Polei Secondary School, Form 2
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: B-
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: B+

Favourite subject at school, and why?
Biology because it is easy to understand.

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
I have seen several changes:
- I have been performing good in my academic study
- I have also seen that secondary life is not as difficult as people say.

Future dreams?
Is to become a nurse and being a responsible person in the future.

What is your current home life like?
My home life currently was not understood because both my parents  are not working. I have 6 sisters 
and 2 brothers and they just struggle to keep them in school. So I thank God for giving up his  chance 
and my parents are also happy about it.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
I just want to tell them to have his heart of helping people like us. God bless all of you.
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	 	 	 	 Mary Regina
	 	 	 	 Il-Polei Secondary School, Form 2
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: B
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: B

Favourite subject at school, and why?
Biology because it was the one I performed well in.

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
Since I have started secondary school I have changed my character in order for me to achieve my goal.

Future dreams?
To be a teacher.

What is your current home life like?
In our home life currently they were so poor such that they cannot get school fees but now they were 
better for the support.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
To thank all for the support they have given to us and to continue with the same spirit.
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	 	 	 	 Rose Kiloku
	 	 	 	 Il-Polei Secondary School, Form 2
	 	 	 	 Grades in last exams: C-
	 	 	 	 Target grade for next exams: B

Favourite subject at school, and why?
Kiswahili because it’s a subject that I can understand it very well.

What changes have you seen in yourself since you started secondary school?
I was able to express myself or the knowledge I have gained.

Future dreams?
To be a policewoman.

What is your current home life like?
My home life was  somehow hard but I thank God and also my sponsors because it’s now not as the 
same.

Anything you would like to tell your sponsors, who live in different countries 
across the world?
Yes, I just want to say thank you for the far they have assisted me, and may God bless them as they 
continue helping me.
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A Day with the Amazing Girls

Race Directors Sarah Edson & Solomon Kimani update the Amazing Girls on the status of the Amazing Maasai 
Girls Project and scholarship program, answer questions, and offer advice on their studies and career

Race Directors Sarah Edson & Paul Ark with the Amazing Girls
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Income Statement
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Donor Roster

The Amazing Maasai Girls Project extends its thanks all the donors who have made it possible to send 
28 Amazing Girls to high school, and apologizes to anyone who was negligently and unintentionally 
omitted from these lists.

2011 Donors
Robert Adjetey
Maria Allen
Sarah Angelmar
Anonymous
Pratana Pam Areepitak
Nichapat & Paul Ark
Sura & Uraiwan Ark
Ed, Hieu, Ethan, Hailey & Sean Arpawong
Thalida Em Arpawong & family
Lindsay Bamford
Lex F. Basits
Brooke Bates
Mike Bellamente
Mark Belonio
Ryan Benner
Ashvin Bhatia
John Biesnecker
Ben H. Blackburn
Mark Blanchard
Thomas Blondeau
Mary Jo Blythe
Silvia Bonvini
Jacqueline A. Booker
Jamie Miyares Botta
Frances L. Britain
Bruno Jimenez Butragueno
Anne Cahill
Kevin Callanan
Michael Carpenter
Siripat and Sandra Chaichan
Areewan Cherry Chaicharn & Jeff Kaeonil
Doug Chambers
Bryan K. Chan
Joanne Cheigh
Ming Chen
Ying Chen
Tom Chou
Andrew Cockerham
Heidi Conidi

Greg Cooper 
Rodrigo A. Correia
David Cragin
Hana Craig
Ross L. Cranwell
Stephen Cronin
Matthew W. Davis
Keith de Vaz & family
Linda & Mike Dhunjishah
Anna Dimerin
Jonathan Ding
Karen A. Dionne
Mary Ann & Timothy Donovan
Joan Donegan
Ben Doud
Cathleen A. Douglas
Rachel Doyle
Joie du Franco
Julie Duteau
Raymond J.P. Duteau
Angie Eagan
Jo Edson
EF English First Product Development Team
Peter M. Egli
Gerrit Einhoff
Victoria Evans
Samantha Fisher
Marc Fogel
Alison Ford
Joy A. Franco
Nicole Frazer
Jill Fung & family
Ivan Gani
Robert William Garner
John A. Gatt
Maximilian Gerlach
Wiwin Ghobind
Judith Chase Gilbert
Ian T. Gillies

Amy Gish
Pamela K. Gish 
Gideon Glassman
Vivien Go
Adrian L. Gonzalez
Aisling Gormley
Rasee Govindani
Janette Greene
Josh, Jenny, Jaden & Benn Greenwald
Thomas John Grimm
Dinko Grobenski
Antonia Hammer
Jane Hao
Rudy & Jamie Heinle
Johan Hellman
Emily Henderson
Natalia Hernandez
Zachary Hinton
Mark Holleman
Steen N. Holck
Bibi Hope-Johnson
Joseph Horn
Cynthia Kim Horne
Tracy Huang
Isaias D. Job
Carrie A. Johnson
Richard S. Johnson
Leslie Jones
Daniel K. Kaiser
Diana Kam
Eliud Karimi & Odyssey Safaris
Cindy Khoo
Mina Kim
Janin Kompor
Raymond C. Kum
Mike Laconico
Julia Landenberger
Terence Lau
Quynh Le
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2011 Donors (continued)
David Lee
Melissa Lee
Pruth & Helen Leelaluckanakul
Matt Leonard
Heather Leppard
Sirikwan Lertvilai
Misha Leybovich
Melissa Li
Jane Lim
Mary H. Ling
Yariv Lissauer
William Lister
Virginia Lo & Kevin Pratesa
Stuart Longley
Xiao Luo
Olga Lyudovyk
Christine Macleod
Sudeep Maitra
Margaret Malewski
Alex Marandon
Ljiljana Marincic
Liliana Vanentina Mata
Georgia Scarlett May
John Seiji McCarthy
Eileen McGlade
Heather McIsaac
Ian G. McKay
Christopher McQuade
Kara Merkle-Gams
Justin Merkys
Stefano Morelli
Kaoru Morisue
Hanswilly Mueller
Neda Navab-Boshehri
Kim Nixon
Luke J. Archer Nolan

Urapa Nontasut
Amy & Anthony Noto
Tieran O’Keefe
Chris Ollis
Lidija Ortloff
Wimwipa Panupornprapong
Essie Patterson
Lauren J. Patti
Shyrene Perez & Jay Sala
Akarin Phureesitr
Albert Pope
Kyra & Nathiya Porritt
Bradley Porter
Stephanie Powers
Julie M. Progin
Marc Progin
Allen Qiu
Lidija Raicevic
Aruna Ramsamy
Johnathan A. Randall
Sean Redfern
Jill Richardson
Deborah Riger
Beth Ronsick
Aidan Ryan
Michael Ryan
Chaiwat Samakkheenitch
Paul Santacreu
Ebony Schmidt
Cynthia D. Schweer
Erica Scott
Rahul Sekhar
Pooja Sethi
David Sewell
Jacqui Shoholm
Elizabeth Skibicki

Joanne Smith
Michelle Soh
Eric O. Spika
Ania Stukin
Joel Swanson
Koji Takahashi
Sam Tang & Cindy Ma
Thien Tarin
Waraporn Theppunkulngam
Jeff Titus
Jacob Toren
Lucky Tran
Quan Trinh
Katie Wagnon
Amy & Nate Warren
Joseph Warren
Betty, Bill, Blessing & Benison Waung
Moshe Weinstein
Wolfgang & Anita Weiss
William Werlin
Joseph Whittle
Usara Wilapich
Geoff V. Wilcox
Dee Williams
Bonnie Wisnewski
Nantiya Ann Witwutisak
Mark Woodward
Kanokon Worachanyawong
Fei Wu
Mary Wyatt
Dream Xia
Takao Yamamoto
Ailin Yan
John Yeh
Nuntasiri & Pathom Yongvanich
Yiyi Zhu
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2012 Donors
Vincent Affolter
Dicken & Jenny Ainsworth
Supamas Ananjinda
Pratana Pam Areepitak*
Nichapat & Paul Ark*
Aungkhana Arkkrapridi
Yvonne D. Armstrong
Traci Baird
Greg Baker
Colin Barnett
June Barnett
Lex Basits*
Mary A. Basits
Gwendolyn Baker
Martin Begle
Ittichai Benjathanasombat
Ashvin Bhatia*
Dorrit Bjerre
Faye M. Black
Kevin Bodie
Silvia Bonvini*
Jacqueline A. Booker*
Leanne Boyle
Marylouise Brammer
Gary Brennglass
Ben Briggs
Bruno Jimenez Butragueno*
Cheryl Cadorette
Leo Cadorette
Alycia Cardy
Cate Carter
Christine Carty
Eamon Carty
Shane & Erin Cass
Laura J. Cavanagh
Pedy Can
Jimmy Chang
Tiffany Chang
Todd Charteris
Joanna Cheigh*
Ran Chen
Ying Chen*
Nina Cheng
Bodee Cherdvisaphan
Ratha Chiwapong
Kasama Chiwarungrong
Piyapa Chongsathien
Tom Chou*
Nicole Cielinski
City Weekend Magazine/Ringier Asia
Tambra Clemet
Carlos HJ Coimbra
Mick Coleman & Fiona Halliday
Phil Collins
Roger Copnall
Jason & Ryann Cox
David Cragin*
Alan Cuddihy
Olive Cullinane

Phillip Cunningham 
Dennis Damer
Pornpimol Damrongsri
Stefanie Dang
Natal Dank
Arleta Darusalam
Isa Darussalam
Karen Demario
Ceri Denny
Darin J. Dudek
Dorene Dudek
Edward & Julianna Dudek
Donnelly Edmond
Sarah Edson
EF Tamara Jakarta
Athena Efstatiadis
Natalie & Gerrit Einhoff*
EKS
Angie Epps
Luis Estarreja
Toby Ethridge
Alex Fang
Douglas A. Farris
Silvia Fernandez-Marcote
Flora Ferrone
Ronald K. Fick
Felix Fischer
William Fisher
Michael Fitz
Antonio Fondevilla
Valerie Fontaine
Frensham Baptist Fellowship
Brandon Frerking
Pamela M. Frost
Fueranand Family
Samantha Gable
Peter & Morgan Galgay
Annick Gillet
Amanda Gish
Daniel & Niamh Given
Echo Gong
Emma Gormley
Zita, Eva & Stephen Grabher Ling
Sonja Graesslin
Steve Gregerson
Corey Griot
Angela, Gavin & Mango Gui
Vivian Guo
Jeremy Gundel
David Guyenne
Geli Hagen
Michal Hamisha
Teun Hanegraaf
Visait Hansawad
Caroline Hansen
Jon Harmon & Laura Haliman
Nicholas Harter
Elaine Hayne
Colin & Lawrence He

Yinghong He
Nate Heck
Christoph Heingaertner
Johan Hellman*
Hirst Family
Hogan Family
Patricia Holt
Vivian Hsiao-Wu & Kenneth Wu
Tracy Huang*
Sharon Hujik
Gregory A. Humes
Jennifer Hunt
Alissa A. Hurley
Oihane Ibarrando
Rajanamon Jaisamut
Kulvech & Vinita Janvatanavit
Somwang Jarasjanyawat
David Jazbec
Anna Jenkins
Anuchar Jitaturunt
Alexander Kabanovsky
Byron Kan
Caroline Kaufman
Lina Keefe
Stephanie Keller
Heather A. Kempson
Rob King
Song & Saree Kitcharayothin
Mutita Kitirianglarp
Rachada Klewpatinont
Patricia J. Koehler
Lawrence Kole
Janin Kompor*
Jennifer Korfiatis
Dave & Summer Krame
Kulthida Kulwiboonanunt
Tina Lach
Michael Laconico*
Christopher Lanaux
Victoria Larsson
Terence “Beastmode” Lau*
Anne Le Sinq
Evelyn Lee & MooMoo ChaCha Ice Cream
Kenneth S. Lee
Paul Lee
Jeff Leis & Alicia Paladino
Tattarom Lertkul
Cynthia Lim
Mary H. Ling*
Xenia Lu
Xiao Yu Lu
Elvis, Abby & Sophia Lyness
John & Lee Lyness
Rebecca Lyness-Dudek
Rui Ma
Charlotte L. MacAusland
Fiona Mackie
Christine MacLeod*
May Mahadomrongkul

* Denotes a two-time donor
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2012 Donors (continued)
Pat Malone
Daniel Mannion
Annika Martinsson
Carolyn McAlley
Tiana M. McFarland
Gemma Ann McGahern
Heather McIsaac*
Dave McKenna
Karen McLaren
Matt McLaughlin & Rodney Rodovich
Marlen Mendez
Daniella & Joseph Merschdorf
Nolan Mitchell
Jade Moy & family
Denise Myashiki
Pittakorn Maothaworn
Patrick Ng
Mandy & Tam Nguyen
Pringprai Nitayanont
Kim Nixon*
Urapa Nontasut*
Amy & Tony Noto*
Barbara & Markus Nussbaumer
Tuff O’Brien
Michael O’Neill
Patrick O’Neill & olloclip
Michelle L. Oates
Johannes Oelz
Maria Oelli
Kenan Oezcan
Rosie, Rich & William Owen
Karen Palazzolo
Anek Pana-Apichon
Naphat Panchakunathorn
Sarah Pappakostas
Prathana Patasaman
Patrignelli Family
Jennifer Pearce
Akarin Phureesitr*
Kim Pinto
Cheryl Pond
Albert Pope*
Nathiya Porritt*
Keerati Prasarnthai
Pimkamol Prasertwongs
Ratana Premsilip

Jackie Price
Isaac N. Priestly
Olga Prokazova
Danielle Quilty 
Aruna Ramsamy*
William K. Reppun
Jessica Rice
Suzanne Richter
Bridget Roche
Charlie Roche
Teresa Rodriguez
Tavo Rojas
Max Rossi
Melinda & Jan Ruby
Tobias Ruemmele
Lee A. Russler
Pattaralada Sa-Ngasang
Penchen Sakoolvittayanont
Sawat & Sumol Samakhhenitch
Paulina Quezada Santo
Anna K. Sato
Sven Scheuermann
Nelly Schneidtinger
Stefanie Schöffmann
Paul Schwatz
Cynthia D. Schweer*
Rahul Sekhar*
Avinash Shantaram
Hella Shiel
Iain P. Shiel
Katherine Shiel
Nunu Shu
Rob Simpson
Amy Singer
Stefanie E. Smith
Alex Sobieraj
Mathieu Soulié 
Glenda J. Spangler 
Karen Spencer
Martin Spiegel
Jameson R. Squibb
Steve & Pam Squibb
Jean Stanley
Jeffrey N. Stoneberg
Emily Sun
Chanida Suripraphadilok

Allyn Sutton
Montri Suwanposri 
Toyoko Takahashi 
Eng Han Tan
Sam Tang & Cindy Ma*
Sarintra Tangpanichidee 
Hiranya Tangsubkul
Glyn D. Tebbutt
Cristina Teuscher 
Amit J. Thapa
Poonyot Thiapairat 
Daniel J. Thompson
Dean Thompson
Mary J. Tiedemann
Lara Tine
Newell Tolman
Jeannie Tran
Paddy Travers & Mary Maher
Quan Trinh* 
Sukanya Vanichjukwongse 
Angie Velarde
Cynthia Virassamy
Shirrin Visetpukdi
Chayot Vitayanonektavee
Katie Wagnon*
Carol Waldenberg
Thomas Walser
Clodagh Walsh
Debbie Walsh
John Wang
Watsula Family
Betty, Bill, Blessing & Benison Waung*
Anne Wedd
Christine H. Weeks
Holly Wetta
Rebecca Wion
Heather Daigle Xu
Junjun Xu
Frank YuYing Yuan
Jaime Zemke
Margaret Zhang
Sasa Zhang
Rasheed Zhao
Eric Zimmerman

* Denotes a two-time donor
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2013 Donors (as at 10 September 2013)

3 times Risk champion of Beijing
Tai Akapaiboon
Supamas Ananjinda*
Angela & Geo
Anonymous
Em Arpawong*
Atomic Kitten
Karim Azar
Traci Baird*
Mick Baldwin
Conny Bartl
Heather M. Beatty
Paul W. Beaver
Ittichai Benjathanasombat*
Troy Berecry
Robert A. Berretta
Samantha J. Blyth
Ben Bohmfalk
Botkin
Eric Breniman
Peter S. Brooks
Josh Brown
Tanya & Mark Brown
Travis Cadorette
Siripat & Sandra Chaichan*
Cherry Chaicharn*
Sharon Chamberlain
Jeffrey Chen
Tipatat Tim Chennavasin
Chi
Tom Chou^
Aaron Clark
Pat G. Clark
John P. Ciliege
Rashaanda Cook
CSU Social Work
Dante Dacanay
Gita Berlin Daly
Pornpimol Damrongsiri*
Jayna Davis
Jason DeWaters
Julia A. Donaldson
Dover Family
Matt Drew
Muyesser Durur
Carol-Ann Fleming
Cath J. Fraser
Jill Fung*
Gillian Galloway
Lorraine Geddes
Eddie Gee
Andrea H. Goddard
Tonya Graham
Simon Guo
Visait Hansawad*
David A. Hart
Jane Hodges
Valerie L. Hooper
Poothanate Hongmanop
  

Wen Yueh Hsieh (Wendy) 
Wendy Hudson 
William J. Hund 
Kirsty Hunter
CW2 Vinnie Ingallinera
Irving Family
Sue Jackson
Rajanamon Jaisamut*
Kulvech and Vinita Janvatanavit & family*
Somwang Jarasjanyawat*
Anuchar Jitjaturunt*
Darren Joe
David Johnston
Jon & Sara
Narumon Juthaprateep
Diana Kam*
Karyn
Wilma J. Kelt
Kenya G
Bridget Khoury
Napaporn Khunpet
Muthita Kitirienglap*
Kasia Kucharczyk-Sanvee
Amy Kuhlman
Michael Laconico^
Lorraine Lambert
Jennifer A. Law
Theo Lawton
Joanna Lee
Tattarom Lertkul*
Sirikhwan Lertvilai*
Linda Leung
Stephanie Leung
Li Family
Mary H. Ling^
Dave Lou
Katherine A. Lumsdaine
Erin Lydon
Diana MacKenzie
Ewilina Marek
Martins Family
Pol McCartan
Jessica McDermott
Lesley Mollon
M & K Swear Money
Bronwyn L. Moore
Dylan N. Mullaney
Elizabeth Mullaney
Sue Mummey
Louise Nadin
Wann Nobkamol
Tony Noto^
Maree Neary
Lorna O’Regan
Michael Ou
Anek Pana-Apichon*
Naphat Panchakunathorn*
Linda Perkins
Pinrat

Nathiya Porritt^ 
Leia Pratesa 
Donpiwat Preedawipat 
Ratana Premsilp*
Bunchai Punturaumporn 
Amanda Quinn
Piyamitn Rangsitienchai
Somsri Ratchadapornkul
Nathan Reck
Kurt & Kate Heil Reilly
Jessica & Colin Rice*
Aida Rico
Diana Rosario
Lee A. Russler*
Sawat & Sumol Samakkheenitch*
Pattaralada Sa-Ngasang*
Chris Schultz & Tawn Chatchavalwong
Rahul Sekhar^
Jodi L. Sharpe
Lorraine Shepherd
Ricky & Tina Singhsacha
Kim Siritaweechai
John & Betti Sisko
John & Desaray Smith and Palinckx
Rachael Smolen & Brian Cronkhite
Mary Spackman
Lisa Spencer
Benyiam Songwatana
Carolina Soulié
Andrew W. Steel
Sue & Chad
Regina Sullivan
Chanida Suriyapraphadilok*
Allyn Sutton*
Montri Suwanposri*
Tania & Joe
Michelle E. Taylor
Poonyot Thiapairat*
Monica S. Thomas
Colin Thompson
Tim & Eunice
Athena Ling Tong
Tracey Family
Jeannie Tran*
Lucky Tran*
Pamela Vassilikos
Achalee Vechayansrin
Vern
Shirrin Visetpukdi*
D & L Wallace
Tony Wang
Betty, Bill, Blessing & Benison Waung^
David Weatherly
Julia Wei
Alison Wilson (& Michelle’s mum and dad)
Jessica Wong
Summer Xu
H. Yee
Junko Yoshihara

*  Denotes a two-time donor
^ Denotes a three-time donor
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